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INCA - A distinctive mix of 6 randomly-blended deco pieces, designed exclusively for use with El Dorado, or as its own field tile assortment.

12” X 12” 12” X 12” MOSAIC
2”x2” CHIP

3”x12” BULLNOSE



 T E C H N I C A L  S P E C I F I C A T I O N  T A B L E

   PHYSICAL PROPERTIES TEST AVG.RESULTS

Visible Abrasion Resistance ASTM  C1027 4

Water Absorption ASTM  C373 0.10%

Staining Resistance ASTM  C650 Class A

Dynamic C.O.F. BOT 3000 .54

MOHS 7

Breaking Strength ASTM C648 391 lbf

SHADE VARIATION
V3

MODERATE VARIATION

www.mediterranea-usa.com

RECYCLED CONTENT

Few legends of the new world are as enduring as the lost city of El Dorado. For centuries, conquistadors and European 

explorers such as Sir Walter Raleigh sailed across the Atlantic, searching central and south America in vain for the legendary 

“City of Gold”.

Search no more. The tile design team at Mediterranea intensely studied the rich artistic and architectural heritage of this vast 

region to produce its latest series, EL DORADO.  The result is a porcelain tile that perfectly captures both the beauty and the 

legend of this mythical, magical city.

Using its exclusive Dynamic HD Imaging technology, Mediterranea’s new EL DORADO series perfectly captures the rich 

dark browns and hearty gold tones seen in the native designs, jewelry and architecture of the Central American region.  

Manufactured in the 12” x12” format for easy installation, EL DORADO is also offered with bullnose and mosaic sheets, and  

is the perfect choice for any design motif that seeks to capture the essence of this jewel of the new world.

To complete the design package, Mediterranea also offers 6 unique deco tiles called INCA. These bold and inspired original 

designs are packaged seperately, and can be mixed with EL DORADO, or installed as its own unique field tile. The 6 INCA 

decos are printed with random graphic backgrounds, resulting in a perfect blend when installed on floors or walls.

Made in the USA, EL DORADO and INCA decos are available for immediate distribution - the latest series from the design  

experts at Mediterranea.


